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[57] - ABSTRACT 

The controlled EL cell of this invention includes in ad 
dition to the elements of a conventional EL cell a re 
sistive heater ?lm which is connected between a trig 
ger and ground electrode, and a thermally sensitive 
switching control layer. The exciting voltage of the EL 
cell is continuously applied across both the phosphor 
layer and the switching layer. In the absence of a trig 
ger pulse, the switching layer is in a high resistance 
state and the voltage across just the phosphor layer is 
maintained below the threshold potential required for 
illumination. The switching layer is responsive to the 
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ELECTROLUMINESCENT CELL WITH 
INTEGRATED SWITCHING CONTROL 

The invention described herein may be manufac 
tured and used by or for the Government of the United 
States of America for governmental purposes without 
the payment of any royalties thereon or therefore. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates generally to electroluminescent 
cells and speci?cally to a solid-state device capable of 
controlling whether an electroluminescent cell is illu 
minated or extinguished. 
The invention is particularly applicable to large ar 

rays of cells constituting a matrix type display and pro 
vides major advantages over conventional methods of 
control. In a conventional electroluminescent (herein 
after abbreviated EL) matrix display an EL cell is 
formed by sandwiching a high-?eld phosphor (e.g., zinc 
sul?de activated with manganese) between two insulat 
ing ?lms. The'insulating ?lms allow the application of 
an intense electric ?eld across the phosphor ?lm with 
out thermal destruction of that material. Narrow strip 
electrodes are then applied to the top and bottom of 
the cell at right angles to each other, forming x and y 
lines. One set of electrodes is made transparent. An EL 
matrix element is de?ned by the intersection of an x 
and y line, and is illuminated by applying a large a.c. 
voltage (typically 200 v. rms. at 5 KHz) between the 
lines. Switching this large exciting voltage from ele 
ment to element constitutes a major problem in dis 
plays of this type. Ideally, switching of the exciting volt 
age from element to element would be controlled by 
large-scale integrated circuitry, in which form very 
complex logic circuits can be obtained at very low cost. 
Unfortunately, the exciting voltage is much too large to 
be handled directly by integrated logic. As a result, 
high-voltage driving circuits must be used between the 
switching logic and the EL matrix itself. These high 
voltage devices are relatively expensive and bulky, and 
difficult to “mate" with the display. A method of con 
trolling an EL matrix that is completely integrated with 
the display and could be driven directly from integrated 
logic would be a major advance in the state of the art. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Accordingly, it is an object of this invention to pro 
vide an EL cell that can be driven directly from inte 
grated control logic. 

It is a further object of this invention to provide an 
EL cell wherein the integrated control logic is com 
pletely integrated with the cell. 

Briefly stated, in accordance with the above objects, 
the controlled EL cell of this invention includes in addi 
tion to the elements of a conventional EL cell a resis 
tive heater film which is connected between a trigger 
and ground electrode, and a thermally sensitive switch 
ing control layer. The exciting voltage of the EL cell is 
continuously applied across both the phosphor layer 
and the switching layer. In the absence of a trigger 
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pulse, the switching layer is in a high resistance state ' 
and the voltage across just the phosphor layer is main 
tained below the threshold potential required for illum 
ination. The switching layer is responsive to the heat 
generated by a trigger pulse through the resistive layer 
to switch to a low resistance state to thereby act as a 
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ground plane for causing the full potential to be applied 
across the phosphor to effect illumination. 
These and other objects and advantages will become 

apparent from the following detailed description taken 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, and 
the novel features will be particularly pointed out in the 
appended claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. I shows a cross sectional view of one embodi 
ment of the EL matrix element of the invention. 
FIG. 2 shows a cross sectional view of another em 

bodiment of the EL matrix element of the invention. 
FIG. 3 shows a schematic view of a matrix display uti 

lizing the EL matrix element of the embodiment of 
FIG. 2. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In the illustrated embodiment of FIG. 1 an insulating 
substrate 1 such as glass has applied to one surface 
thereof a resistive heating layer 2 which is connected 
between trigger electrode 3 and ground electrode 4. 
Switching layer 6 is in contacting relationship with re 
sistive layer 2, and electrodes 3 and 4; although it is not 
necessary to be in contact with trigger electrode 3. The 
phosphor layer 7 is insulated on the bottom from 
switching layer 6 by dielectric insulating ?lm 8, which 
may be SiO2, and similarly insulated on top from trans 
parent electrode 9 by dielectric insulating layer 11. 

Resistive heating layer 2 may be of a refractory metal 
such as nichrorne. Switching layer 6 could consist of 
one of the oxides of vanadium or titanium that display 
a large conductivity change at a given temperature, a 
switching chalcogenide glass, or any other material dis~ 
playing a large negative temperature coefficient of re 
sistivity. Phosphor layer 7 may be selected from any of 
the well known high ?eld phosphors such as a suitably 
activated and coactivated phosphor of the zinc-cadmin 
sulfo-selenide family. Transparent top electrode 9 may 
be comprised of tin oxide or reduced titanium dioxide 
or any other suitable transparent conducting material. 

A suitable thickness for the various layers is approxi 
mately 25 microns with the exception of the phosphor 
layer 7 which would normally be of a standard thick 
ness of 2 microns. Of course, these thicknesses can be 
varied depending on the application requirements. 
The fabrication of the EL cell may be effected by 

standard thin ?lm techniques such as thin ?lm deposi 
tion by evaporation, sputtering, or reactive sputtering. 

In operation, a high-voltage a.c. signal (the exciting 
voltage of the EL cell) is continually applied between 
the top electrode 9 and ground electrode 4. In the ab 
sence of a trigger pulse, the switching layer is at ambi 
ent temperature and in a high-resistance state. Thus, 
the voltage must drop across not only the EL cell, but 
also the additional capacitance and resistance of the 
switching and resistive ?lms. This additional series im 
pedance keeps the voltage across the cell below the 
threshold for luminance. When a trigger pulse is ap 
plied, (from a source not shown) the resistive heater 
quickly raises the temperature of the switching layer, 
bringing it into a state of high conductivity. The switch 
ing l'ayer now acts essentially as a ground plane for the 
EL cell,.across which the entire a.c. exciting voltage is 
now impressed, resulting in luminance. The cell reverts 
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to the dark state when the trigger pulse is removed, 
since the switching layer reverts to a high resistance 
state. The exciting a.c. voltage as noted above is typi 
cally 200 v. rms at 5 KHz. It should be understood that 
the trigger pulse must be at least as long as one-half 
cycle of the exciting voltage. 
This simple and unique method for control of EL 

cells has many advantages over conventional methods. 
It is completely integrated with the display. The fabri 
cation of the control device is compatible with proc~ 
esses used to make thin-?lm EL cells. Thus, production 
costs for displays embodying the invention are held 
low. The large a.c. exciting voltage is not switched di 
rectly, so high-voltage devices are not required in the 
switching logic circuitry. The electrical energy that 
must be supplied by the trigger pulse to accomplish 
switching is a function of the area to be heated, the 
temperature required, and the thermal characteristics 
of the structure. Since the dimensions of the controlled 
cell are small in the case of matrix elements in high 
resolution arrays, the required trigger pulse energy is 
low and therefore the current and voltage levels are low 
and can be supplied by integrated logic. 
A number of modi?cations could be made of the 

structure of FIG. 1 without changing the principle of 
operation. For example, the order of depositions could 
be reversed, with the transparent electrode applied di 
rectly to a transparent substrate, other depositions fol 
lowing to form the structure of FIG. 1 upside down. 
Another modi?cation having practical advantages is 

shown in FIG. 2, wherein like reference numerals apply 
to like elements as in FIG. 1. This structure is quite sim 
ilar to that of FIG. 1, except that the lower insulation 
and switching layers have been interchanged. Placing 
an insulator between the heater and switching layer 
prevents current from the trigger pulse from ?owing 
through the latter after switching. This is desirable to 
avoid the formation of ?laments in the switching layer 
6 which could result in non-uniform illumination of the 
cell. The lower insulating layer 8 in this structure is 
shown extending over the trigger electrode 3. This per 
mits the trigger electrodes to cross over the ground 
electrodes of the elements without shorting out. The 
ground electrode is made slightly thicker so as to be in 
contact with the switching layer. 
The operation of the FIG. 2 embodiment is similar to 

that of FIG. 1 except that the switching layer 6 acts like 
a resistor in series with the phosphor layer instead of a 
capacitor as in FIG. .1. ' 

FIG. 3 shows a schematic view of a matrix containing 
EL matrix elements with the integrated control of FIG. 
2 so as to visualize the signi?cance of the crossing over 
electrodes. 
While the principal application of this invention ap 

pears to be the control of BL matrix displays, the con 
trol method could be applied to arrays of any high 
voltage, low~current thin-film device. Since an EL cell 
behaves electrically as a capacitor, the invention could 
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4 
also be used to control the voltage or the charge on any 
capacitive device. . 

It will be understood that various changes in the de 
tails, materials, steps, and arrangments of parts, which 
have been herein described and illustrated in order to 
explain the nature of the invention, may be made by 
those skilled in the art within the principle and scope 
of the invention as expressed in the appended claims. 

What is claimed is: 
1. A solid state electroluminescent cell and switching 

control logic integrated therewith comprising: 
a switching layer comprised of material having a neg 

ative temperature coef?cient of resistivity; 
a high-?eld phosphor layer on one side of said switch 

ing layer; ~ 

means for continuously applying an alternating elec 
trical potential across said switching and said phos 
phor layers in electrical series relationship; 

a resistive heating layer connected between a trigger 
electrode and a ground electrode, said resistive 
layer being on the other side of said switching layer 
and in thermal contact with said switching layer, 
said ground electrode being in physical contact 
with said switching layer; 

wherein said switching layer at ambient temperature 
is in a high resistance state and the series potential 
across just said phosphor layer is below the thresh 
old required for illumination, and whenever a trig 
ger pulse is applied to said trigger electrode the re 
sulting resistive heat generated by said resistive 
layer causes said switching layer to switch to a low 
resistance state thereby acting as a ground plane 
causing the full electrical potential to be applied 
across said phosphor layer to affect illumination. 

2. The solid state device of claim 1 wherein said 
means for continuously applying an alternating electri~ 
cal potential includes: 

a transparent electrode layer separated from said 
phosphor layer by a ?rst insulating ?lm; and, 

a source of a.c. voltage connected across said trans 
parent electrode and said ground electrode. 

3. The solid state device of claim 2 further including: 

a second layer of insulating ?lm separating said 
switching layer from said phosphor layer; and 

wherein said resistive layer is in direct physical 
contact with said switching layer. 

4. The solid state device of claim 2 further including: i 

a second layer of insulating ?lm separating said resis 
tive layer from said switching layer; and, 

wherein said switching layer is in direct physical 
contact with said phosphor layer. 

5. The solid state device of claim 4 wherein said sec 
ond layer of insulating ?lm also covers said trigger elec 
trode. 


